NEW! ELECTRONIC ACTION TOY!

FROM OUTER SPACE TO THE PAGES OF MARVEL COMICS...
TO YOUR TOY STORE COMES THE MIGHTY CHAMPION OF JUSTICE AND TRUTH, THE GREATEST OF ALL SPACEKNIGHTS...

ROM HAS COME... EVIL IS ON THE RUN!

ROM'S ENERGY ANALYZER LIGHTS UP BRIGHT RED AND MAKES STRANGE ELECTRONIC SOUNDS. PRETEND IT ALLOWS ROM TO SEE IF CREATURES ARE GOOD OR EVIL.

ROM'S TRANSLATOR MAKES EERIE ELECTRONIC SOUNDS AND LIGHTS UP. IMAGINE ROM HAS THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH ANY INTELLIGENT BEING IN THE UNIVERSE.

ROM THE SPACEKNIGHT IS A MICRO-ELECTRONIC TOY FROM PARKER BROTHERS. HIS ROCKET PODS LIGHT UP, HIS RESPIRATOR MAKES REALISTIC BREATHING SOUNDS, AND THE THREE ACCESSORIES SHOWN NOT ONLY LIGHT BUT MAKE DRAMATIC ELECTRONIC SOUNDS. (9-VOLT BATTERY NOT INCLUDED). YOU CAN PRETEND HE HAS COME FROM A GALAXY FAR AWAY TO SHARE HEROIC ADVENTURES WITH YOU.

ROM'S WEAPON IS THE NEUTRALIZER. IT FLASHES AND MAKES ELECTRONIC ZAPPING SOUNDS. PRETEND IT SENDS EVIL CREATURES TO THE SHADOW ZONE.

ROM THE SPACEKNIGHT

ROM IS PARKER BROTHERS' TRADEMARK FOR ITS ELECTRONIC SOUND AND LIGHT EFFECT TOY ACTION FIGURE. ©1979 PARKER BROTHERS, BEVERLY, MA 0935
I've stripped you of your armor, spaceknight....

...now I'll take your life!
AND THE CRUSADE AGAINST EVIL!!

WHilst patrolling a distant planet, Rom encounters trouble...

Conflict! I shall descend with the aid of my rocket pack...

Breathing the atmosphere, Rom summons his translator to listen in on the two languages alien to him.

They are mortal enemies, but which are the evil ones??

Rom points the analyser menacingly at one group of fighters...

One gong! These beings represent good!

It is time for Rom to intervene with his energy analyser.

Your fire does me no harm! I shall now find who fights for good or for evil!!

Then he confronts the other group...

Gong! Gong! Two gongs! These beings are evil!

The forces of evil open fire as Rom summons his neutralizer.

The wrath of Rom is all-powerful.

The forces of evil are over!

Rom finds that he is not alone in his fight against evil.

We are space rangers, and were ambushed by the 'intruders.'

Such evil finds just ends. We shall meet again, and you will know me as Rom.